ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

KICKSHAWS David L. Silverman

Absurdity of an Absurdity: 1. kind of kind 2. building of a building 3. garb o' Garbo 4. a porter of porter 5. a tender of tender 6. corps of cores 7. a copse of cops 8. plate of plate 9. drawers of drawers 10. ante of Auntie

Challenge: one octillion, one septillion, one quadrillion, one billion, one million, two thousand, five hundred sixty-eight

REBUS POETRY Willard R. Espy

DVS devious NTT entity LEGG elegies
XP8 expiate MN8 emanate $S dolorous
K9 canine S$ essence PNN paens
AVN avian U4EA euphoria X-10-U8 extenuate
XUV8 exuviate OPM opium T DMM Te Deums
4N foreign B9 benign DCC decease
RTZN artesian OP8 opiate FMRL ephemeral
AKN Achaean IDL ideal EE ease
DET deity HNC agency TDM tedium
SML8 assimilate XTC ecstasy $S senses
S28 estuate D$ CC decencies TT tease

Naughty Otto thought he ought
To own an auto. Otto bought
An auto but he never thought
He'd owe the auto dealer aught
For the auto Otto bought.
Say, has Otto's auto brought
Otto aught that Otto sought?
Otto's auto's good for naught.